
Balancing work life with a love life is a struggle, but what if your

job is killing people?

A hitwoman is trying to reconcile these two aspects of her life. Just starting out in

a new profession, she craves the respect of her experienced partner in crime. But

when she meets someone who she thinks might be the one, will everything have

to change? How much longer can she carry on kicking in other people’s teeth,

lying to a person she’s falling in love with? One of these relationships can’t last,

and before the hitwoman makes her final decision, the situation is going to get

deadly.

Want the Moon is a company recently set up to create and produce new and

exciting pieces of theatre for a modern audience. We believe in blending timeless

styles and themes with more contemporary techniques in order to show

something truly original and interesting to an audience. We are very much

interested in promoting new writing, as well as the work of 20th and 21st

century writers who have crafted eloquent dialogue, detailed characters, and

stories that deserve to be told.

wantthemoontheatre.wordpress.com
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ten word blurb
Choosing between work and love is even harder when you’re a hit-woman.

twenty word blurb
Settle down, or carry on knocking out other people’s teeth? Choosing
between work and love is even harder when you’re a hit-woman.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Choosing between work and love is even harder when you’re a hit-woman.
Long walks, romantic brunches, or kidnapping and execution? What about
when it gets really serious? Settle down, or carry on knocking out other
people’s teeth.
fringe web blurb
Balancing work with a love life is a struggle, but what if your job is killing
people? A hitwoman is trying to reconcile these two aspects of her life. Just
starting out in a new profession, she craves the respect of her experienced
partner in crime. But when she meets someone who she thinks might be the
one, will everything have to change? How much longer can she carry on
kicking in other people’s teeth, lying to a person she’s falling in love with?
One of these relationships can’t last: the situation is going to get deadly.
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Balancing work life with a love life is a struggle, but what if your

job is killing people?

A hitwoman is trying to reconcile these two aspects of her life. Just starting out in

a new profession, she craves the respect of her experienced partner in crime. But

when she meets someone who she thinks might be the one, will everything have

to change? How much longer can she carry on kicking in other people’s teeth,

lying to a person she’s falling in love with? One of these relationships can’t last,

and before the hitwoman makes her final decision, the situation is going to get

deadly.

Want the Moon is a company recently set up to create and produce new and

exciting pieces of theatre for a modern audience. We believe in blending timeless

styles and themes with more contemporary techniques in order to show

something truly original and interesting to an audience. We are very much

interested in promoting new writing, as well as the work of 20th and 21st

century writers who have crafted eloquent dialogue, detailed characters, and

stories that deserve to be told.

wantthemoontheatre.wordpress.com
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Balancing work life with a love life is a struggle, but what if your
job is killing people?

A hitwoman is trying to reconcile these two aspects of her life. Just starting out in
a new profession, she craves the respect of her experienced partner in crime. But
when she meets someone who she thinks might be the one, will everything have
to change? How much longer can she carry on kicking in other people’s teeth,
lying to a person she’s falling in love with? One of these relationships can’t last,
and before the hitwoman makes her final decision, the situation is going to get
deadly.

Balancing work life with a love life is a struggle, but what if your job is killing
people? A hitwoman is trying to reconcile these two aspects of her life. Just
starting out in a new profession, she craves the respect of her experienced
partner in crime. But when she meets someone who she thinks might be the
one, will everything have to change? How much longer can she carry on
kicking in other people’s teeth, lying to a person she’s falling in love with? One
of these relationships can’t last, and before the hitwoman makes her final
decision, the situation is going to get deadly.

Want the Moon is a company recently set up to create and produce new and
exciting pieces of theatre for a modern audience. We believe in blending
timeless styles and themes with more contemporary techniques in order to
show something truly original and interesting to an audience. We are very
much interested in promoting new writing, as well as the work of 20th and
21st century writers who have crafted eloquent dialogue, detailed characters,
and stories that deserve to be told.
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company originaldevelopment
Balancing work life with a love life is a struggle, but what if your job is killing
people? A hitwoman is trying to reconcile these two aspects of her life. Just
starting out in a new profession, she craves the respect of her experienced
partner in crime. But when she meets someone who she thinks might be the
one, will everything have to change? How much longer can she carry on
kicking in other people’s teeth, lying to a person she’s falling in love with? One
of these relationships can’t last, and before the hitwoman makes her final
decision, the situation is going to get deadly.

Want the Moon is a company recently set up to create and produce new and
exciting pieces of theatre for a modern audience. We believe in blending
timeless styles and themes with more contemporary techniques in order to
show something truly original and interesting to an audience. We are very
much interested in promoting new writing, as well as the work of 20th and
21st century writers who have crafted eloquent dialogue, detailed characters,
and stories that deserve to be told.
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